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 for every environmentalist in search of a solution to the worsening crisis that afflicts our property,
surroundings, and waters; She traces the genesis of chemical substance farming and the rise of the
immense businesses that profit from it, getting to light the government's part in allowing such
practices to flourish. She further explains that modern organic farming wouldn't normally only help
reverse environment change by reducing harmful carbon emissions and soil depletion, but would
also enhance the quality of the meals we eat, reduce diseases from asthma to tumor, and ensure
a better quality of life in farming communities nationwide. for every shopper who questions whether it
is worthwhile to pay more for organic, Maria Rodale presents straightforward answers and an
individual, definitive course of action: We should demand organic now.Drawing on results from
leading health researchers and also conversations with both chemical substance and organic
farmers everywhere, Maria Rodale irrefutably outlines the unacceptably high price of chemical
farming on our health and the environment. For each parent wanting to know how best to
safeguard the health and safety of her children;
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Mostly right The book handles organic foods and the process of growing them, also describing the
so called "chemical" farming. It's the most important thing you can do for this world.The aspects
related to the plants and farming is the most correct section of the book. Other areas the science is
incorrect. Global warming is here now and we do obtain it from too much CO2 emitted. But C02 is
not toxic to us at 300, 600 as well as 1200 PPM. provided that air offers about 20% oxygen we
are OK.. We so in fact add CO2 but mainly from burning up coal and oil. Five Stars Great resource.
If we all disappear completely, all will go back to preindustrial levels. The organic farming retains
more carbon in the bottom in the form of rotting matter. We are able to live without essential oil but
we can not live without meals or drinking water and we have been destroying on an everyday
basis our capability to sustain ourselves. When the land is all lifeless, we may also die, through
starvation. Greed has bought out this country by means of BIG BUSINESS with very little regard to
human life. It should not result in food however.etc, etc. It isn't nutrition. A more detailed and accurate
description of the ag and previous chemical huge Monsanto explains these factors just a little
better, The Globe According to Monsanto though the current book gives the basics. Great book
Highly recommend The Home of Organic An excellent contributions to the globe of Organic. Even
the fact that people have mostly monoculture is not a good idea over time. Pests will find a way.I
can't find a better book as of this price to describe these concepts, so just do it a give it a crack.
Past this level of evidence you will need to head to college texts and content in agriculture and
biology journals. IF YOU READ Nothing at all ELSE THIS YEAR, Go through THIS, FOR GOD'S
SAKES.by helping the Organic motion we are able to show BIG Agro-Business that "they" cannot
mess with the public's health any longer. But if you need to save yourself a lot of time and reading
this may be the defacto start for organic information. ., if you even like to eat, you have to know
this data. Not an easy read. The author was raised as an "organic". Her grandfather started the first
organic magazine in the U.S. Ms. Based on which part of the coin your on.S. And the oceans. And
the drinking water that people drink. And . Like it says on the intro. Our earth's future Great
publication. Neither should Bt toxin of GMO crops. Yes actually. It's a "cant-put-down" publication..
Read this. The reserve does not have any tables of data, therefore any statements she makes
need to be tracked down through the references. It is. Her father worked his own farm and started
a business to do actual analysis of the "standard" system of farming and the organic
program.Rodale has taken on the chemical motion, which cares about nothing but how much cash
they can stuff in their bank accountsand treatment nothing about the truth that they are bringing this
world to a nasty end. It emerged quickly. I understand this appears like I'm exaggerating however
when you browse the book you will notice for yourself whether that is true or not. Its a good primer
on organics. i recommend this book for anyone who has an interest in knowing why they should
consider buying organics or why not to. His idea was that if they were ever going to be taken
significantly, they would need to preseny solid evidence of the two methods and how they
compare.. It covers politics as well as eating and its an all natural mixture because in this country
the two are completely intertwined. I gave the reserve four superstars out of five not due to the
book but because of myself. By the time I read it I had currently gleaned the majority of the details
from a large number of other sources. You cannot afford to ignore the information in this book. May
it release you on a trip of 10,000 delicious and organic or mainly organic meals. Everyone on the
planet must read this book From the first term to the last this publication is a stark realization of why
we are reaching the tipping point in the climate crisis, healthcare crisis, global economy crisis.Is
Roundup toxic? It will be a real treat and learning experience...buying Organic. I was in open-
mouthed astonishment (literally open-mouthed) and I was only on page 14!. Our farming is usually
such a small part of the vegetation on the world that people are not even close to ruining any



carbon routine.. This is essential Go through for everybody. It really is one of the lesser toxic
herbicides. It's about the Green. It really is a great description of the how, why and what if you are
brand-new to the idea..in this instance I am not discussing the "dollar". I treasured this reserve and
Maria do her homework.. I'm simply starting it and I find it incredible and occasionally very difficult to
read, because of the nature of the information, which is very upsetting.she did her research and
speaks the reality and she is Correct. It is right now up to us to consider her words and go beyond
the web pages of her publication and take action or we will not have a world left for our long term
generations. A MUST READ FOR EVERYONE. A simple read. I possess a small garden and also
have learned a good deal from her reserve. It will cause you to issue our connection between
chimerical businesses and our government. . Constantly expect the very best from Maria Rodale
who carries on the family custom and has superb writing skills. Great Guidance for the Planet Maria
Rodale does a fantastic job of reviewing most of the environmental problems of the earth and then
proposing answers to many of the most pressing. There's no way a book this size could resolve
every aspect of the immense socio-economic, political and environmental issues facing us today,
needless to say, but also for what she does assess and propose Rodale is usually right on target. I
would recommend this book for everyone who is interesting to make our world a healthier place. It's
unfortunate every member of the U. I've never read this much shocking data about the effect of
chemicals, not merely on your body, but on the property. Congress as well as the leaders and
decisions makers of other countries aren't required to read it. Farming is section of it so far as
machinery goes. It's very well read.What she says about soils, fungi, overuse of additives ("chemical
substances") to your agriculture is also true. This is the first Organic and because of the dedication
and get of the family we now the way the option of Organically grown. The world of Organic and
the technology of natural farming originated, and created with new information collected from their
farm in Pennsylvania. She's the commitment of her family and may be the current CEO. It had been
a real satisfaction to read her. Now there is an alternative to the usage of chemicals when growing
our food. This book scares the Hell out of me about GMOs and what we have been doing to our
world! I am hopping to start to see the farm on my next vacation. The book in a very clear and
articulate method explains why that is happening and how exactly we can turn everything around
by carrying out one simple thing. We have too much to learn and the Rodale farm may be the
original and the existing location of all of the learning concerning the world of Organic. They loved it.
It arrived quickly This book was a gift for a pal. They enjoyed it. Get yourself a few copies and give
them to your friends and anyone you value.
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